The new ‘Snorri Snorkling VR’
Who hasn't wanted to glide through the water like a fish, explore an
abandoned shipwreck on the deep ocean floor or swim with mythical
creatures? All of this can only be experienced in our imagination… or
with the help of the latest virtual reality technology. After the
successful opening of YULLBE in September 2020, ‘Snorri Snorkling
VR’ is another VR sensation that is unique in the world. Just in time
for the reopening of the Rulantica water world on 3rd June 2021,
Snorri welcomes visitors for a very special dive. Adults and children
from 12 years old and 1.25m tall can literally dive into the fantastic
world of the legendary island and go on a unique underwater tour
alongside the lively Sixtopus Snorri. The idea was developed and
implemented by MackNeXT in cooperation with VR Coaster. Michael
Mack, managing partner of Europa-Park and founder of MackNeXT,
says: “With Rulantica we have created an imaginative story world
that is full of ideas, and with ’Snorri Snorkling VR' we are offering
our guests another great new innovation which already enables
children to experience an exciting VR journey around the mystical
island of Rulantica."
‘Snorri Snorkling VR’ is an exclusive offer that can be booked by guests
of the water world. A separate ticket for €6 is required for the VR
underwater experience. The tickets are now available in the ticket shop
and can be booked in addition to a regular Rulantica ticket. Subject to
availability, it is also possible to purchase the additional ticket for ‘Snorri
Snorkling VR’ on-site when visiting the water world. Located in two
separate pools across from the ‘Skog Lagoon’, it’s then time to put on
snorkel and VR diving goggles and dive into a virtual adventure with the
popular character Snorri.
If you can’t get enough of virtual reality, you should also visit YULLBE,
right next to the water world. Guests aged 12+ turn into heroes at
‘Mission: Rulantica’ and will overcome spectacular obstacles alongside
their fellow players in this 30-minute adventure. On top of that, three
brand-new 10-minute experiences promise VR entertainment for the whole
family.

You can find more information about the VR experience as well as the
current situation and security measures online at rulantica.com.
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